Multicomponent exercise and the hallmarks of frailty: Considerations on cognitive impairment and acute hospitalization.
Frailty syndrome encompasses several physical hallmarks such as loss of muscle strength, power output and mass, which leads to poor gait ability, fatigue, falls and overall difficulty to perform activities of daily living. On the other hand, physical exercise interventions induce marked improvements in frailty physical hallmarks (e.g., gait ability, muscle strength, balance and falls). In addition, because cognitive impairment is closely related to frailty syndrome, exercise is an effective intervention to counteract the physical consequences of mild cognitive impairment and dementia. Moreover, exercise and early rehabilitation programs are among the interventions through which functional decline is prevented in older patients during acute hospitalization. This narrative review provides a summary of the effectiveness of different exercise interventions in the hallmarks of frailty. Furthermore, this review addresses special considerations on exercise in frail older with cognitive impairment. Also, we review the role of exercise interventions in acute hospitalized older patients. There is strong evidence that exercise training is an effective intervention for improving muscle strength, muscle mass, incidence of falls, and gait ability in frail older adults. In addition, it seems that multicomponent exercise intervention programs including resistance, gait and balance training is the best strategy for improving the frailty hallmarks, as well as for reducing the rate of falls in frail individuals, and so maintaining their functional capacity during aging. This training modality also proved to be safe and effective to revert the functional decline and cognitive impairment in acutely hospitalized older adults of advanced age. Based on the association between muscle power output and physical function, explosive resistance training should be included in the exercise intervention in order to optimize the functional outcomes in frail older adults.